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April-June 2020

- Philanthropy

- Career Success

- Public Safety

- Health and Wellness

- Student Resources

- Diversity

- Immigration

 Career Success - On June 1, 2020 at 11:02 AM, WZIS aired a live-read PSA for ISU’s 

Math and Writing Center in the library.   ISU is dedicated to making sure students have 

all the help they need when it comes to math and writing.  The PSA mentions how the 

math and writing center has free tutoring for ISU students in need in the math and writing 

field. The PSA included information about scheduling a session at the Cunningham 

Memorial Library, the hours of the center, and the phone number to call.  

 Public Safety – On June 1 at 11:06 AM, WZIS aired a live-read PSA about the bike 

registration program at ISU. The PSA mentions how the number of stolen bikes on 

campus has risen in the last few years. It urges students to register their bike with public 

safety so that it can be identified if it is lost, stolen, or impounded.  It includes all the 



necessary information about the Office of Public Safety to register your bike or to report 

a stolen one.  

 Health and Wellness – On June 1, 2020 at 11:40 AM, WZIS aired a Side Effects Media 

Report titled  “America Amplified.” Despite nationwide protests and divisive online 

debates, Americans are mostly in agreement over how to re-open the economy -- slowly, 

and with protective measures. This is according to the latest Hidden Common 

Ground survey from Public Agenda, USA Today and Ipsos. Length of report – 3 minutes.

 Diversity – On June 12, 2020 WZIS aired a Side Effects Media report titled “Could large 

street protests lead to more COVID-19 cases?” With more states reopening, public health 

experts worried that COVID-19 would continue to spread. Those concerns have been 

compounded recently as large crowds gathered to protest police brutality and killings of 

black Americans. Side Effects Public Media’s Lauren Bavis spoke with Ogbonnaya 

Omenka,, a professor of public health and health disparities at Butler University, about 

protesting during a pandemic. The segment runtime was 4 minutes 23 seconds.

 Health and Wellness – On June 13, 2020 at 10:13 AM, WZIS aired a Side Effects Media 

feature titled “As Dentists Reopen, COVID-19 Uncertainties Have Some Workers 

Worried.” Dentists and hygienists spend a lot of time inches away from wide-open 

mouths, conducting procedures known to generate aerosols — tiny droplets that can 

linger in the air and carry viruses. Now, patients and workers are assessing whether it's 

safe to get dental care amid the lingering risks of COVID-19. This segment ran 3 minutes 

and 48 seconds.



 Philanthropy - On June 16 at 11:50 AM, WZIS aired a live-read PSA for the Baptist 

Collegiate Ministry House’s shoe drive. The program collects gently used shoes from 

Terre Haute residents and donates them to others in need of them.  All shoes will be 

accepted you just have to make sure the shoes are tied and rubber banded together before 

you donate them to the Baptist Collegiate Ministries, which is located on 800 N 6th Street 

in Terre Haute.  

 Public Safety - On June 16 at 12:07 PM, WZIS aired a live-read PSA about public safety 

on campus. Many students at times feel threatened or unsafe on campus, especially at 

night.  This PSA gives all the necessary information on how to contact public safety in 

they ever feel unsafe or to report any suspicious or illegal activity.  The PSA provides the 

number to call and also a website that students can go to so they can learn more 

information.  

 Immigration – On June 20, 2020 WZIS at 1:09 pm, aired a Side Effects Media segment 

titled “Language Barrier Hinders COVID-19 Response At Meat Processing Plants.” Meat 

processing plants across the Midwest have become hotspots for COVID-19. Now 

rural health workers are trying to keep track of workers who get sick -- and those exposed 

to the disease. But that’s challenging because many workers are immigrants or refugees, 

and there’s a language barrier. 

 Public Safety - On June 16 at 12:07 PM, WZIS aired a live-read PSA about public safety 

on campus. Many students at times feel threatened or unsafe on campus, especially at 

night.  This PSA gives all the necessary information on how to contact public safety in 

they ever feel unsafe or to report any suspicious or illegal activity.  The PSA provides the 



number to call and also a website that students can go to so they can learn more 

information.  

WZIS Also ran 2,184 30 second pre-recorded PSA’s during the months of April, May, and June.
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